Dear Educators,
For the 2017-2018 school year, we are again offering the School Group Gift List
for gift shop purchases on the day of your school field trip. The Gift Shops are very
popular with your students. This program is designed to eliminate the time needed to
allow your students to shop and to give the parents the opportunity to ‘help’ the
students with their purchasing decisions.
First, make copies of the School Group Gift List and send it home with your
students. Have the students return the form and the money to you before the day of
your field trip.
Second, on the day of your visit, simply turn the forms and money in at the gift
shop when you check in. Our staff will fill the orders while you enjoy the zoo & museum.
(NO PERSONAL CHECKS! Cash for each order or a School Check for the whole amount is
acceptable.)
Third, when you are ready to leave, stop by the gift shop and pick up your
students’ purchases. We will have them bagged individually with the student’s name on
the outside of each bag. You can pass them out at your convenience.
Please note - The prices listed on the sales sheet are reduced from the prices in
the Gift Shops & include tax, so if you do allow the students to enter the Gift Shops, the
prices will be slightly higher. Also, if shopping in the gift shop on the day of your visit,
students must be accompanied by their chaperone to enter. If students, of any age,
enter the gift shops without their chaperones, they will be asked to leave and/or
escorted back to their chaperone. No more than 10 students in the Giftshop at one time.
As always, we hope this program will make this year’s field trip easier for you. If
you have any additional questions or comments, please feel free to contact me.
Thank You,
Danita Bosquez
Gift Shop Manager
785-827-9488 ext. 157

School Name_______________
Student Name______________
Date of Visit________________

School Group Gift List
(2017-2018 school year)
Photo

Item
14” Rainforest Snake

Animal Print Pencils

Wooden Wiggle Snake

Description

Price

Set of 2 - 14in Vinyl Stretch
Snakes

2/$1.00

Set of 4 Wooden animal print
pencils

4/$1.00

20” Realistic wooden wiggle
snake made of notched wood
and string.

$2.00

2.5” Growing Turtle
Egg

Place your egg in water and
watch as it hatches into a turtle

$2.00

Zoo Toy Bag

Zoo themed “grab bag” with at
least 10 different items in it

$3.00

Animal Print Hand
Spinner

Metal fidget spinner in
4 different Animal designs

$3.00

Animal Print Diary

Keep your private thoughts in
this lockable animal print diary
in assorted colors.

$4.00

3.5” Plush on a plastic backpack
clip. (Circle your Choice)

$4.00

Mighty Clips
Tiger, Lion, Giraffe or
Zebra

Plush Snake or Monkey 28” snake or 18” monkey in
assorted colors and patterns
(please circle Choice)
Mini Hoberman Sphere

$5.00

Bounce back transforming mini
sphere. It expands from 6.7” to
13.4”

$6.00

RHZ Spinning Strobe
Wand

Battery operated hand held
spinning strobe wand .
(3 AAA batteries included)

$9.00

60” Plush Snake

Poly filled plush snake in
assorted colors and patterns

7” Plush Animal with
Rubber Rolling Hills
Zoo“ charm”
♦
♦

Quantity

7” plush giraffe, flamingo,
lion, white tiger or tiger
(Circle your choice)

Tax is figured into the prices above.
Product may be substituted for alternate product of equal or greater value if the initial product is no longer available. This form is valid 1-1-18 thru 12-31-18

$12.00

$12.00

TOTAL =

Subtotal

